
A Guide For Hardwood Flooring

Solid Hardwood

Solid hardwood is a top choice due to longevity and resilience that translates to savings over 
time. It provides excellent durability along with beauty.  It does not require regular upkeep or 
replacement and brings a sense of personality to any space with the uniqueness of the grain and 
organic warmth.

Engineered Hardwood

Engineered hardwood is a form of fabricated flooring. Hardwood style with a lower price point
is achieved by mixing inexpensive wood blends and resins with a thin, real wood plank surface. 
Because the hardwood is not solid, the strength of the boards is derived from much cheaper 
material.

Well-constructed engineered boards look beautiful and can be refinished at least once in their 
lifetime. In addition to its cost-efficiency, engineered flooring is also more heat and moisture 
resistant than solid wood and environmentally friendly because all matter of wood pieces and 
cuts can be used to form the boards.

As with all valuable décor finishes, your wood will need some basic maintenance to stay clean 
and luminous. Use of a professional, recommended cleaners means not worrying about damaging
the finish on your wood. Avoid excessive water- only damp mopping is required for visibly 
soiled areas and a sweep or dry mop, sufficient for daily cleanliness.

It is exceptionally durable, adding character and integrity to the style of a home for many 
generations. It also increases the resale value of a home compared with most lower budget 
options.

With years of high-quality performance and comfort returning your initial investment, the 
purchase price of a hardwood floor hasn’t dissuaded hundreds upon thousands of property 
owners, and it’s still one of the leading choices to put the finishing touches on a home. 

At Pi Floor, we have an immense selection of beautiful hardwood flooring in a wide range of 
styles. Browse some of our hardwood   flooring   collections online or visit us in store to see our 
whole catalogue for yourself.

Engineered hardwood floors are a demanded choice for homeowners due to their durability, 
beauty, and elegance. They are also easier to install than traditional hardwood. Installation of 
this product is available for any grade level of your home.

s Engineered hardwood flooring ok to Stain ?

https://pifloor.ca/product-category/engineered-hardwood/


Yes, you can stain engineered hardwood floors! However, you must use a high-quality stain that
is specifically for engineered hardwood floors. If you use the right kind of stain, it could protect 
your flooring and prevent discoloration. It’s also important to note that staining an engineered 
hardwood floor will require more effort than staining traditional hardwood floors.

When staining an engineered hardwood floor, it’s best to work in small sections so you stay 
calm. Start by thoroughly cleaning and sanding the area where you’ll be staining; this helps 
ensure that the stain adheres properly and evenly to the wood surface.

Once you cleaned and sanded, apply a coat of sealer to protect the wood from moisture and help 
it accept the stain more easily. Then apply the stain using a brush or roller in even strokes. Allow
ample time between coats, as each coat needs to dry completely before applying another one.

Finally, apply a clear finish over the top of your newly stained flooring to add shine and protect 
it from wear and tear in the future.

Benefits Of Staining Engineered hardwood flooring

Staining your engineered hardwood floors can have many benefits.

Adds A Layer of Protection That Will Help Prevent Your Floors

Staining your engineered hardwood floors will add an extra layer of protection, which can help 
prevent damage from moisture and everyday wear and tear. The stain will also help to seal any 
cracks and gaps in the flooring. Making it more resistant to future damage.

Updated Look

Staining your floors can also give them an updated and modern look that will help transform any 
room. You can choose from many different colors and shades to customize the look of your 
floors. It’s an easy and affordable way to give your home a fresh new look.

Easy Maintenance

Staining your engineered hardwood floors will also make them easier to maintain in the long 
run. The stain will help protect the floor from dirt and dust. Making it easier for you to keep your
floors looking new.

Increased Durability

Staining engineered hardwood floors can help make them more durable. As the stain helps 
protect the wood from moisture and everyday wear and tear. This makes the floor more resistant 
to scratches, dents and fading over time.

Staining your engineered hardwood floors is a great way to add protection, style, and increased 
durability to your home. Be sure to use a high-quality stain explicitly designed for engineered 



hardwood floors and take your time when applying it. With a little effort, you can transform the 
look of your floors. Protect them from wear and tear in the future.
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